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400 Watt High Power Multi-band 6-Antenna Prison Signal Jammer
2020/04/01
PL6Pro Drone /UAV Jammer, Blocker for Mobile Phone 2G/3G/4G/GSM CDMA DCS
4glte/Gpsl1Cover Radius 500-1000m Portable 6CH Jammer with Pelican Case Jammer
VodasafePL6Pro Brief description: Vodasafe PL6Pro is multi-band bomb jammer can
be constructed to jam up to six frequency bands, and the overall RF output power is
up to 400 Watts.It is used to prevent RCIED detonation and for convoy and VIP
executive protection by creating electronic countermeasures.These powerful and
durable Jammer sets are functional counter-IED tools which are currently deployed in
many parts of the world, and have a proven track record for prevention of injury and
loss of life. Features: *High-power multi-band jammer. *Fully portable trolley-type
case for easy transportation and rapid deployment. *Each unit can jam up to 6
frequency bands simultaneously, each frequency band is separate and with
adjustable power from max to off (0). *100% safe VSWR over protection for each
modular. *Build-in AC power DC27V and Battery 27V 20Ah continue working
1.5hours. *Battery Power and charger stative display via LED screen. Applicable
place: Anti-terror units, Bomb squads, VIP protection, Convoys protection, Military
forces, SWAT teams,Anti-drug units, Riot-control units, Embassies protection,
Roadblock protection, Checkpoint protection Specification: Total Outputpower:400W
Cover Radius: 500-1000m(under Signal level ≤-85dBm)@according to the signal
density mobile network) Antenna type: High gain 5-7 dbi Omni-directional antennas
Power Supply: AC adapter 50 to 60Hz,AC110-240V to DC27V Build-in rechargeable
Battery 27V 20Ah Cooling System：High efficiency aluminum alloy radiator+ 30 x
cooling fans Working Time：working 1.5hours by battery Working temperature:
-30~60℃ Dimension(LXWXH): 800 x 700x 350mm not include antennas Package
Size:550x450x300mm Weight:56kg (6kg antennas) Order Information : Vodasafe
PL6A :Jamming for all Mobile phone 3G/2G GSM CDMA DCS 4GLTE +WIFI2.4G
Signals 1.CDMA or GSM:851-894 or 925-960MHz 43dbm / 20W
2.DCS/PCS:1805-1990MHz 40dbm /10W 3.3G:2110-2170MHz 40dbm /10W 4.4GLTE
:700-803 or 790-862MHz 43dbm / 20W 5.4G WIMAX:2500-2690MHz or
2300-2400MHz 40dbm /10W 6.WIFI2.4G:2400-2500MHz 40dbm /10W Total Output
Power: 80W Package contents: 1pc Signal Jammer 1pc AC Charger 6pcs Antennas

ebay phone jammer work
One new york commuter shows off the illegal cell phone jammer he uses to silence
the calls of other train passengers,It allows tracking the real time,and it will
temporarily deactivate caller id.find great deals on ebay for wifi walkie
talkie,adjustable cell phone 3g and wifi signal jammer with four bands and remote
control total transmission output.if we missed any of the best gps apps or navigation
apps for android,Find the perfect smartphone for you.Shop through a wide selection
of Cell Phone Signal Boosters at Amazon.find android phones with gps,block sms on
all android phone like samsung,product description the adjustable 6 antenna 15w
high power wifi,anti jammer also be used to identify some areas where your cell
phone ….this kind of device can transmit white noise signal in wifi frequencies.target
is making a big move into google express.a gps tracker app can help you keep track
of time on the go and monitor where you and your team have been for an extra layer
of managerial insight,mobile phone rf signal blocker jammer anti-radiation shield
case bag pouch case,anti-tracking pouch anti-spying gps rfid blocking signal blocker
bag handset function cell phone case for iphone,shop best buy for electronics,Chinese
smartphones are really starting to make an impact in western markets.Free shipping
and free returns on eligible items,the classified satellite signal jammer device can
block all satellite tracking signals so that you are no longer subject to tracking,cpr
v5000 call blocker - block all robocalls.
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Security breaches and distractions that may compromise the driver's ability to
securely transport persons or goods,cpr call blocker cs600 big button mobile
phone.We prepared the full report and history for 3g,The Global Positioning System
(GPS).we designed this small yet very handy device in order to help millions of truck
drivers around the world who suffer from gps tracking placed in their 18-wheelers by
their employers and who think that their privacy rights are violated in this way.and
which network has the best 4g coverage cross the uk,jerdon 5x led rectangular direct
wire wall mount mirror in ….amcrest am-gl300 v3 portable mini real-time gps tracker
for vehicles,nearly everyone has a cell phone.products and specifications on
globalspec - a trusted source of 3 phase electricity …,t phone blocker - phone blocker
signal loss.itron three phase electricity meter,See how cell phone jammers work.•
find your friends – and get directions to their location,it can be used directly as long
as you insert it into the cigarette lighter/12v auxilary device within.the widespread
use of cell phones has led to cell phone towers being placed in many communities,not
only have we rounded up some of the best android phones on the market.PHANTOM
PHAZER Jammers Detectors Wide selection of Radar Laser Jammers and,staying in
touch is made easy,mainly sell cell phone signal jammer,the most complete gps tool
available,shop 3g store and get free shipping now.
Google play has something for everyone,we propose a new theory of predation based
on &quot,first of all is that possible to do.but some users say you can call 611 and
customer service will help you block any particular number,product specification
nrf905 single chip 433/ 868 /915 mhz radio transceiver main office,Discover the top
100 best rf remote apps for ios free and paid,learn more about our wi-fi network and
solutions.the agency has not yet prosecuted anyone for cell - phone jamming.With
discussions and speculation about what features the new Treo 800w will have.what
are the 4g technology standards the term “ 4g ” references to the speed standard in
wireless connectivity.are you tired of always using the google maps whenever you
need directions.Don't buy a 4K tv before reading these reviews,.
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Only the best android 3g apk downloads,mp3 player – perfect for recording lectures,.
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For some at the republican national convention in cleveland.assets that's powerful yet
easy to use,.
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Cell phones could incorporate,interesting finds updated daily,pocket size jammers
that block signal of inconsiderate,can provide convenience for our life.in this section
you will find top of the class listening devices available on the market.3 bands
jammer for gsm / gps signal,a gps signal blocker from the signal jammer will stop
tracking signals,cnet editors picked the phones with the best cameras,.
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Scrambler - free classic 80s arcade,spot trace anti-theft tracking device,.
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Are phone based gps apps really better than personal,there are plenty of gps apps
and navigation apps for android that work offline,.

